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ABOUT THIS EDITION: With exception of the titles of the different parts - which were added, for
better navigation, from later editions - this edition presents an authentic reproduction of the original
1855 first edition of 'Leaves of Grass' by Walt Whitman. Taking into account that Whitman did much
of the typesetting for the first edition himself, the editors of this reproduction, paid special attention
not only to text itself but also to an authentic reproduction of pagination, paragraphing and
linebreaks. LEAVES OF GRASS is a poetry collection by the American poet Walt Whitman
(1819-1892). Though the first edition was published in 1855, Whitman spent most of his
professional life writing and re-writing LEAVES OF GRASS, revising it multiple times until his death.
This resulted in vastly different editions over four decades-the first a small book of twelve poems
and the last a compilation of over 400 poems. LEAVES OF GRASS has its genesis in an essay
called The Poet by Ralph Waldo Emerson, published in 1844, which expressed the need for the
United States to have its own new and unique poet to write about the new country's virtues and
vices. Whitman, reading the essay, consciously set out to answer Emerson's call as he began work
on the first edition of LEAVES OF GRASS. Whitman, however, downplayed Emerson's influence,
stating, "I was simmering, simmering, simmering; Emerson brought me to a boil." On May 15, 1855,
Whitman registered the title LEAVES OF GRASS with the clerk of the United States District Court,
Southern District of New Jersey, and received its copyright. The first edition was published in
Brooklyn at the printing shop of two Scottish immigrants, James and Andrew Rome, whom Whitman
had known since the 1840s, on July 4, 1855. Whitman paid for and did much of the typesetting for
the first edition himself. The book did not include the author's name, instead offering an engraving
by Samuel Hollyer depicting Whitman in work clothes and a jaunty hat, arms at his side. Early
advertisements for the first edition appealed to "lovers of literary curiosities" as an oddity. Sales on
the book were few but Whitman was not discouraged. The poems of LEAVES OF GRASS are
loosely connected and each represents Whitman's celebration of his philosophy of life and
humanity. This book is notable for its discussion of delight in sensual pleasures during a time when
such candid displays were considered immoral. Where much previous poetry, especially English,
relied on symbolism, allegory, and meditation on the religious and spiritual, LEAVES OF GRASS
(particularly the first edition) exalted the body and the material world. Influenced by Ralph Waldo
Emerson and the Transcendentalist movement, itself an offshoot of Romanticism, Whitman's poetry
praises nature and the individual human's role in it. However, much like Emerson, Whitman does
not diminish the role of the mind or the spirit; rather, he elevates the human form and the human
mind, deeming both worthy of poetic praise.
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There are a number of editions of this collection of poems, as Whitman apparently continued to
revise it right up until his death. The 1855 edition is popular but there is a â€œDeathbed Editionâ€•
which--as the name implies--is the closest thing to a final draft that exists.Back in the day (the late
19th century), this was considered racy and controversial stuff, and the collection got Whitman fired
from is civil service job as well as a great many vitriol-filled reviews. Like the works of Emerson and
Thoreau, with whom Whitman shared some beliefs, it was also controversial in that the poem put
man at the fore and religion was shunted out of the picture. (Trust in yourself and donâ€™t blindly
follow anyone was still a heretical notion among many at the time.) This isnâ€™t to say that
Whitman eliminated spirituality from his work (any more than Emerson did), references to the soul
are commonplaceâ€”but itâ€™s a mystic spirituality. There were features outside the â€œprurientâ€•
and religious that angered many, such as Whitmanâ€™s shining of light on the barbaric institution of
slavery. However, today â€œLeaves of Grassâ€• is considered one of Americaâ€™s greatest and
most beloved works of poetry, and for good reason. It beautifully reflects an America that was
changing, an America subject to a new era of ideas both from science and from distant lands.It
should be noted that this is a lifeâ€™s work. If you are expecting a typically thin poetry collection,
you will be in for a surprise. â€œLeaves of Grassâ€• is of a page count normally reserved for
histories and epic novels. The collection consists of 35 â€œBooksâ€• that are quasi-themed
sub-collections of poems. Individual poems vary greatly with some being only a few lines and some

running for pages.
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